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SWITZERLAND
REBOOTING AND RESHAPING ITS MODEL TO SPARK RECOVERY
The 2020 coronavirus pandemic has brought a major systemic shock to the world and will leave a long-lasting, if not
indelible, mark to our societies. One of the worst hit countries in Europe initially, Switzerland still managed to exit from
the peak of the crisis relatively quickly, thanks to a timely political response. Both federal and cantonal governments are
now examining ways to alleviate the inevitable social and economic consequences of the epidemic, re-optimize
production capacity, and propel economic recovery.
As an export-dependent nation Switzerland could lose up to 10% of its GDP this year, experts say
Economic forecasts for this year vary greatly but remain gloomy. However, unlike other OECD members, the
confederation boasts a decade of solid public finance management and debt brake, as well as a renowned capacity for
innovation to help cushion the economic cost of the crisis. After all, in 2008 the banking sector -- considered the central
economic pillar -- took a huge blow, but Switzerland managed to tackle the global economic crisis far more effectively
than many of its European peers. In this time of historic challenge, the Swiss could very well, once again, beat the odds.
Swiss banks: an ingenious loan scheme to rescue SMEs
The Swiss have built their reputation founded on resilience, ingenuity, efficiency, responsibility and innovation. These
qualities can best apply to how the Swiss have handled the pandemic. In fact, the close ties between the country’s
business and political elite have certainly helped engineer the timely and coordinated responses needed at this time of
crisis. A good illustration is the cooperation between Swiss banks and the federal government who together have set up
one of the speediest and most efficient loan schemes in Europe, rolled out at the end of March. The scheme offers
interest-free credit to struggling SMEs overnight – a success that many other European nations are hoping to replicate.
Swiss pharma industry: racing for a vaccine
A heavyweight in the global healthcare industry, home to pharma giants such as Novartis and Hoffmann-La Roche, and
a myriad of life science and biotech players, the confederation is bound to play a large role in the global race for COVID19 treatments and vaccine. Roche for example, plans to launch an antibody test by early May, while trying to repurpose
its existing anti-inflammatory drug RoActemra as therapy for the disease. In order to trigger a faster response to the
epidemic, $5.2M were already earmarked by the Swiss National Science Foundation in March in an emergency call.
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Swiss universities & research institutes: innovation at the fore
Alongside the healthcare industry, Swiss universities are also working around-the-clock to innovate new ways to slow
the virus’ progression and accelerate findings around diagnosis and a potential vaccine. Dozens of COVID-19 related
research projects have been nested in Swiss universities and research institutes; everything from testing and clinical
studies to software, data-tracking tools and app development. In particular, university hospitals in Zurich, Lausanne,
Geneva and St Gallen are making notable headway in efforts to develop COVID-19 tests and vaccines; while several
hackathons have been organized across the country to generate complementary solutions around the pandemic.
Swiss watchmaking industry: a laboratory for the post COVID-19 retail sector
One industry that is turning challenges into opportunities is Swiss watchmaking. With grim sales forecasts at brick-andmortar retail shops, the luxury watchmaking industry is fully embracing the digital realm to compensate the loss of
traditional retail business. One of the major yearly events, the Geneva watch salon will be replaced with an online event
this year, while some brands like Breitling have been resorting to webcasts to present their latest luxury time pieces.
Many consider this to be only an acceleration of existing trends in the industry and could very well inaugurate a new,
long-lasting era for manufacturers and retailers.
Country Reports’ special feature on Switzerland will provide exclusive insights, analysis and fresh
perspectives on these topics, based on our team’s exclusive exchanges with top political and business leaders.
Distributed exclusively on NEWSWEEK.COM reaching a vast readership of 45 million+, our Switzerland
focus will be promoted both through a special banner placed on Newsweek’s homepage for a week, and a fullpage article in Newsweek’s international print edition ensuring large visibility and awareness for the reader.
For those seeking further visibility and awareness, Country Reports offers various advertising features and
packages, that can be leveraged to communicate a specific message across our multi-platform networks.
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NEWSWEEK:
DIGITAL FIRST AND AS INFLUENTIAL AS EVER
NEWSWEEK: A global news organization operating across all major platforms
For more than 85 years NEWSWEEK has maintained and been recognized for its journalistic integrity,
insightful analysis of the news and for shaping impactful conversations.
NEWSWEEK digital and print platforms deliver thought provoking content to smart, successful readers in a
modern news ecosystem. From a Twitter feed followed by millions to mobile apps across devices to a
responsive website to a print magazine, get the news that reaches and influences decision makers anytime
and anywhere.
NEWSWEEK Magazine is a powerful combination of news, culture and ideas with a clear point of view: get
the first and final say on major stories of the day. NEWSWEEK Magazine is edited for the voracious consumer
of information, and designed to surprise, educate and delight. Both the digital and print platforms are the
authoritative news outlets of choice for the sought-after thought-leader audience.

Accolades:

• National Magazine Awards nominee for ‘General Excellence’ (2015)
• Editorial Team of the Year, 2015 Folio Awards
• Dec. 2014 - Relaunch of the Year by Media Industry Newsletter (MIN)

• Other awards from Population Institute, Society of Publication Designers,
National Press Photographers Association…
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NEWSWEEK IN FIGURES
DISTRIBUTION & CIRCULATION SNAPSHOT
PRINT AUDIENCE

DIGITAL AUDIENCE

SOCIAL MEDIA

240,000

200 MM+

10 MM+

Circulation per issue (weekly)

Monthly global page views

Social media followers

900,000

95 MM+

3.4 MM+

Average issue readership

Unique monthly readers

Twitter followers

49% readers

6 languages

200+ Contributors

HHI > $100,000+

19 websites globally

& staff writters

(US + INTERNATIONAL EDITIONS)
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NEWSWEEK.COM
DIGITAL REACH & DEMOGRAPHIC

95M+
200M+
5.2M+
36M+
1 of 5

Monthly Global Uniques(1)
Monthly Global Page Views(1)
Social Followers(3)
Users(1)
Americans read Newsweek

VIDEO

+90M Monthly Video IMPS(2)
+70% Viewability(2)
+75% Video Completion Rate(2)

DISPLAY

+500M Monthly Ad IMPS(2)
+50% Viewability(2)

September/2018 data from following sources: (1)- Google
Analytics + Apple News (duplicated) (2)- DFP (3)- Social Media

comScore, July/2018 (*) – Google Analytics, Sep//
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COMBINING THE HERITAGE OF THE 86 YEAR OLD PRINT BRAND
WITH A MODERN DIGITAL-FIRST APPROACH, DELIVERING AWARDWINNING, SMART, DIGESTIBLE MEDIA FOR THE SCREEN AGE.
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ADVERTISING & SPONSORSHIP

GET MORE VISIBILITY
THROUGH OUR ADVERTISING FEATURES
For those seeking enhanced awareness and further corporate exposure,
our special edition on Switzerland offers multiple advertising features and
affordable packages.
To obtain a specific quote and price information please contact us.
The publication will be made highly visible for the 45M+ readers of
Newsweek.com, through:
A full-page editorial feature published in Newsweek magazine
(US + international (EMEA & Asia) print edition) with a QR code
leading to the online publication. Our sponsors will be mentioned on
this page in the magazine with their logo.
A promotional banner placed on Newsweek.com’s homepage for
one week leading the reader to the online special on Switzerland.
The hosting of the publication on Newsweek.com library for two
full years, enabling easy access from online search engines, and the
activation of links.
Full interviews, corporate videos, corporate logos and sponsors’
banners will be also posted on Country Reports website.
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GET MORE VISIBILITY
THROUGH OUR ADVERTISING FEATURES
PUBLICATION TIMELINE
NEWSWEEK PRINT
(September 2020)

FULL PAGE dedicated article on Switzerland
published in Newsweek US and international (EMEA
+ Asia) print edition, including sponsors’ logos.

NEWSWEEK.COM
(September 2020)

FULL ONLINE edition on Switzerland posted on
Newsweek.com and hosted in Newsweek library
(www.newsweek.com/newsweek-country-reports) for
two full years.
PROMOTIONAL BANNER leading to the full online
edition on Switzerland, posted directly on
Newsweek.com homepage for 1 week.

COUNTRYREPORTS
(May 2020 onwards)

FULL INTERVIEWS posted online on www.countryreports.net including pictures and external links.

COUNTRYREPORTS
(September 2020)

FULL ONLINE edition on Switzerland posted online
for two full years.
SPONSORS MATERIALS posted online, including
banners, logos, videos, links and graphics.
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ABOUT US

COUNTRY REPORTS
GLOBAL INTELLIGENT BUSINESS REPORTING
COUNTRY REPORTS is a dynamic and forward-looking communication specialist dedicated to raising the profile of
countries and organisations in the global market place.
Our vast reporting experience accumulated across the five continents, combined with our talented team of global
communication professionals, has earned our company a reputation as market leading expert in the production of
special economic reviews on countries.
Our publications focus primarily on a country’s specific economic, business, trade and investment environment,
highlighting a variety of sectors and industries from tourism, finance, manufacturing, transports, and more.
Distributed through our media partner, NEWSWEEK our country analysis make a powerful communication tool,
enabling governments and businesses to promote their country to a top-level and influential readership, to
showcase their competitive advantages and increase their potential to attract foreign partners and FDIs.

Latest
Issues:

“Greece: Leaping into the New Decade”
“Austria: Europe’s Center of Opportunity”
“Liechtenstein: Simply Innovative”
“Mauritius: The Perfect Gateway to Africa”
“Bahrain: The U.S.’s partner in the GCC”

To view our publications: www.country-reports.net
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CONTACT

COMMUNICATION
SHARING THE STORIES, CONNECTING AUDIENCES
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THANK YOU!

